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 Be familiar with the basic components of a GIS System. 

 

 Understand what GIS is, what the abbreviation G.I.S. generally stands for and what systems are 

NOT GIS. 

 

 Understand what spatial data is and what types of questions are spatial vs. non-spatial. 

 

 Understand the difference between raster and vector data and the advantages and 

disadvantages of using raster and vector GIS data. 

 

 Understand how vector data is organized into points, lines and polygons. 

 

 Know how to recognize raster and vector data when you see it 

 

 Know how to differentiate between point data, line data, and polygon data on a map 

 

 Understand how raster cell size and the number of cells and affect resolution. 

 

 Know the difference between longitude and latitude and understand latitude and longitude 

coordinates. 

 

 Understand how GIS features contain attributes (additional data) and the relationship between 

a map of features and their attributes stored in a related table. (Think of the lab activity 

involving selecting common and threatened orchid species using the “Status” attribute). 

 

 Understand that a map can be composed of many layers (cities, roads, state boundaries). Each 

layer in the map can be represented as a different feature class. Consider a map with 4 layers: 

 

Map Layer 1 Data Type 2 Individual Feature 3 Feature Class 4 

Cities Vector City Point 

Roads Vector Road Line 

State Boundaries Vector State Polygon 

Aerial imagery Raster Cell Raster 

 
1. This is the name of the layer in the map and describes what the layer contains 

2. The type (or format) that the GIS data for this layer is composed of 

3. This is how we might refer to an individual feature in the layer 

4. The method that the feature is represented in the data 

 

 Be able to interpret a small map and tell me about the number of layers and what types of 

feature classes it contains. 


